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Abstract. We investigate the possibility of using future photometric and radio surveys to constrain
the power spectrum of primordial fluctuations that is predicted by inflationary models with a viola-
tion of the slow-roll phase. We forecast constraints with a Fisher analysis on the amplitude of the
parametrized features on ultra-large scales, in order to assess whether these could be distinguishable
over the cosmic variance. We find that the next generation of photometric and radio surveys has the
potential to test these models at a sensitivity better than current CMB experiments and that the syn-
ergy between galaxy and CMB observations is able to constrain models with many extra parameters.
In particular, an SKA continuum survey with a huge sky coverage and a flux threshold of a few µJy
could confirm the presence of a new phase in the early Universe at more than 3σ.
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1 Introduction
Next-generation spectroscopic, photometric and radio galaxy surveys will allow us to map the Universe
on the very largest scales – and thus probe the physics of the primordial fluctuations, as well as ultra-
large scale general relativistic effects on galaxy observations. Several papers have quantified how well
we will be able to constrain primordial non-Gaussianity and relativistic effects in the galaxy power
spectrum, using LSST, SKA and other future surveys (see, e.g. [1–15]).
Another interesting target for future surveys is the possibility to refine our knowledge of the pri-
mordial power spectrum and to carefully investigate the statistical significance of the deviations from
a simple power law for density fluctuations, that are compatible with the Planck and WMAP CMB
temperature power spectrum. These deviations from a simple power law can be easily accommodated
in models of inflation with temporary violation of the slow-roll conditions. At present, no inflationary
model that fits these features has been found to be preferred at a statistically significant level from
CMB data (see, e.g. [16–31]).
The situation improves if suitable data in addition to the CMB temperature are available. Bet-
ter CMB E-mode polarization measurements have been highlighted as a possible way to constrain
primordial features with high confidence [32, 33]. Galaxy surveys provide a unique opportunity to
improve our current understanding about these possible anomalies; see for instance [34–43].
Here we focus on constraining primordial features using future photometric and radio galaxy
surveys that cover a huge volume of the Universe, in order to access the ultra-large scales where
primordial features leave an imprint. As examples of such surveys, we use two experiments that are
being constructed:
• The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope1 (LSST) is the widest (∼ 18, 000 deg2) and deepest
(rAB ∼ 27.5) photometric survey planned in the foreseeable future, with a sample of ∼ 10
billion galaxies. (See [44].)
1http://www.lsst.org/
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• The Square Kilometre Array2 (SKA) plans to conduct the widest ever spectroscopic surveys,
using the 21cm emission line of HI: with intensity mapping in SKA1-MID (∼ 25, 000 deg2 out
to z ∼ 3), and with a galaxy survey in SKA2-MID (∼ 30, 000 deg2, ∼ 1 billion galaxies out to
z ∼ 2). In addition, using the radio continuum emission, it will detect a huge number of galaxies
out to z ∼ 5, but without redshift information. (See [45–48].)
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the observables, the forecasting
methodology and the survey specifications that we used. In section 3 we describe the parametrized
features models used in our forecasts. We present our results in section 4 and draw conclusions in
section 5.
2 Large-Scale Structure Power Spectra
2.1 Galaxy power spectrum
Galaxies trace the invisible cold dark matter (CDM) distribution and then we can estimate the matter
power spectrum and extract information on the underlying power spectrum of primordial fluctuations.
We measure galaxy positions in angular and redshift coordinates and not the position in comoving
coordinates, i.e. the true galaxy power spectrum is not a direct observable. We use a model for the
observed galaxy power spectrum based on [49–51]:
Pg(k
ref
⊥ , k
ref
‖ , z) =
[
DrefA (z)
DA(z)
]2
H(z)
Href(z)
b2g(z)Pdw(k, µ, z)GFoG(k, µ, z) exp
[−k2µ2σ2r,z]+Ngal(z) , (2.1)
where H(z) = a˙/a is the Hubble parameter, DA = r(z)/(1 + z) is the angular diameter distance, r(z)
is the comoving distance, bg(z) is the large-scale galaxy bias, k2 = k2⊥+k
2
‖ and µ = k‖/k = rˆ · kˆ. This
is connected to the true galaxy power spectrum via a coordinate transformation [52]:
kref⊥ =
DA(z)
DrefA (z)
k⊥ , kref‖ =
Href(z)
H(z)
k‖ . (2.2)
In (2.1), Ngal is the shot noise and we model the redshift-space distortions (RSD) as:
GFoG(k, µ, z) =
(1 + βµ2)2
1 + k2µ2σ2r,p/2
, β =
f(k, z)
bg(z)
, f(k, z) =
d lnD(k, z)
d ln a
(2.3)
where f is the growth rate. Here the numerator is the linear RSD [53, 54], which takes into account the
enhancement due to large-scale peculiar velocities. The Lorentzian denominator models the nonlinear
damping due to small-scale peculiar velocities, where σr,p is the distance dispersion:
σr,p(z) =
σp(z)
H(z)a(z)
, (2.4)
corresponding to the physical velocity dispersion σp. We choose a value of σp = 290 km/s as our
fiducial [51]. An additional exponential damping factor is added to account for the error σz in the
determination of the redshift of sources, where:
σr,z(z) =
∂r
∂z
σz =
c
H(z)
σz . (2.5)
Finally, the smearing of the BAO feature is modeled by using the dewiggled matter power spectrum:
Pdw(k, µ, z) = Pnw(k, µ, z) +
[
Pm(k, µ, z)− Pnw(k, µ, z)
]
exp
[
− gµk
2
2k2∗
]
, (2.6)
where Pnw is the no-wiggle power. The damping along the line-of-sight is described by:
gµ(k, µ, z) = D
2(k, z)
{
1− µ2 + µ2[1 + f(k, z)]2} , (2.7)
and we take k∗ ' 0.12h/Mpc, corresponding to the conservative case with no reconstruction [51].
2http://www.skatelescope.org/
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2.2 Intensity mapping power spectrum
Detecting individual galaxies in an HI galaxy redshift survey requires very high sensitivity. In Phase
1 of the SKA, the survey will cover only ∼ 5, 000 deg2 out to z ∼ 0.6 [46]. For this reason, we only
forecast for the SKA HI galaxy redshift survey in Phase 2, which will cover ∼ 30, 000 deg2 out to
z ∼ 2. However, there is a way in Phase 1 to achieve very high sky and redshift coverage, but at the
cost of not detecting individual galaxies. This is the intensity mapping method: the total HI emission
in each pixel is used to give a brightness temperature map of the large-scale fluctuations in HI galaxy
clustering (with very accurate redshifts) [47, 55–57].
The flux density measured is converted into an effective brightness temperature of the HI emis-
sion, which can be split into a homogeneous and a fluctuating part [58]:
Tb = T¯b
(
1 + δHI
)
, T¯b ≈ 566hΩHI(z)
0.003
(1 + z)2
H0
H(z)
µK . (2.8)
Here (1+z)3ΩHI(z) = 8piGρHI(z)/(3H20 ) is the comoving HI density parameter. We expect HI to be a
biased tracer of the CDM distribution, just as galaxies are, because the neutral hydrogen content of the
Universe is expected to be localized within the galaxies after reionization. In real space, δHI = bHIδm,
so that (2.1) is modified as follows:
PHI(k
ref
⊥ , k
ref
‖ , z) =
[
DrefA (z)
DA(z)
]2
H(z)
Href(z)
T¯ 2b (z)b
2
HI(z)Pdw(k, µ, z)GFoG(k, µ, z) exp
[−k2µ2σ2r,z]+NHI(z) ,
(2.9)
where NHI is the intensity mapping noise (see below).
2.3 Fisher forecast formalism
We follow the same approach as [37] (see also [49, 59]). The Fisher matrix for the observed matter
power spectrum, for a redshift zi at the centre of the i-th bin, is given by:
FXXαβ (zi) =
∑
k,µ
∂ lnPX(k, µ, zi)
∂θα
∣∣∣∣
θ¯
[
Covk(zi)
]−1 ∂ lnPX(k, µ, zi)
∂θβ
∣∣∣∣
θ¯
, (2.10)
where X=g or HI and
Covk(zi) =
(2pi)2
k2∆k∆µ
1
Veff(k, µ, zi)
. (2.11)
We consider 10 bins in µ between 0 and 1 with ∆µ = 0.1. The effective bin volume is given in terms
of the comoving bin volume Vsurv(zi) by [60]:
Veff(k, µ, zi) ' Vsurv(zi)
[
PX(k, µ, zi)
PX(k, µ, zi) +NX(k, µ, zi)
]2
, (2.12)
Vsurv(zi) =
4pifsky
3
[
r3
(
zi +
∆z
2
)
− r3
(
zi − ∆z
2
)]
. (2.13)
The weighting factor in Veff accounts for the varying sensitivity of an experiment to different Fourier
modes. PX are given in (2.1) and (2.9), andNX are given in (2.20) and (2.24) (see below in section 2.4).
The full set of parameters θα includes:
the standard cosmological parameters ωc, ωb, h, ns;{
H,DA, log (fσ8)
}
zi
,
{
log (bgσ8) or log
(
T¯bbHIσ8
)
, σz/(1 + z),NX
}
zi
, k∗ ; (2.14)
and the parameters of the primordial feature models (see below, section 3). In the first set of (2.14),
we have the Hubble parameter, angular diameter distance and linear growth (describing anisotropies
in the power spectrum), in each redshift bin. The second set contains the nuisance parameters
arising from the models for the bias of galaxies or intensity mapping, the photo-z error, and the noise
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residual. In each redshift bin, the fiducial values of the nuisance parameters are determined by the
models described in the text, and our analysis takes account of errors on these fiducial values. The
final parameter k∗ in (2.14) models the nonlinear RSD effect. After marginalizing over the nuisance
parameters, we project the redshift-dependent parameters on the final set of cosmological parameters
ωc, ωb, h, ns, log
(
1010As
)
and the additional primordial-feature parameters.
The Fisher matrix for CMB angular power spectra (temperature and E-mode polarization) is [61–
65]:
FCMBαβ =
∑
`
∑
X,Y
∂CX`
∂θα
∣∣∣∣
θ¯
[
Cov`
]−1
XY
∂CY`
∂θβ
∣∣∣∣
θ¯
, (2.15)
where X, Y = TT, TE, EE and the covariance matrix is:
Cov` =
2
(2`+ 1)fsky

(
C¯TT`
)2 (
C¯TE`
)2
C¯TT` C¯
TE
`(
C¯TE`
)2 (
C¯EE`
)2
C¯EE` C¯
TE
`
C¯TT` C¯
TE
` C¯
EE
` C¯
TE
`
{
C¯TT` C¯
EE
` +
(
C¯TE`
)2}
/2
 . (2.16)
Here C¯X` is the sum of the theoretical C
X
` and the effective noise N
X
` , which is the inverse noise
weighted combination of the instrumental noise convolved with the beams of different frequency
channels [37]. For the CMB the full set of parameters θα includes ωc, ωb, h, ns, log
(
1010As
)
, τ and
the extra primordial-feature parameters. We marginalize over the optical depth τ before combining
the CMB Fisher matrix with the Fisher matrix of the galaxy/ intenisy mapping power spectrum.
We adopt the specifications denoted as CMB-1 in [37], which reproduce uncertainties for standard
cosmological parameters similar to those which can be obtained by Planck.
2.4 Survey specifications
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Figure 1. Linear clustering bias (left) and number density of galaxies (right) for the surveys considered. (We
do not show the temperature distribution (2.8) of the SKA1 IM.)
For the relevant survey specifications and properties of the target galaxies in LSST and SKA1,
we have used the most up to date publications that we are aware of.
LSST photometric survey:
We assume a single-tracer survey over 18,000 deg2 (fsky ' 0.44) in the redshift range 0.15 ≤ z ≤ 3.0.
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The linear clustering bias and redshift distribution are [66]:
bg(z) = 1 + 0.84z ,
dN
dz
∝ zα exp
[
−
( z
z0
)β]
, (2.17)
with α = 2, β = 1 and z0 = 0.5 (normalized to have 50 galaxies arcmin−2). The true galaxy
distribution is multiplied by a Gaussian photometric redshift error distribution [67]:
ni(z) =
∫ zi+∆zi
zi
dz′ n(z)p(z′|z) , (2.18)
p(zph|z) = 1√
2piσ2z
exp
[
− (z − zph + zbias)
2
2σ2z
]
. (2.19)
The redshift uncertainty is σz = σz0(1+z), with a conservative value of σz0 = 0.05. We take zbias = 0,
since any photometric redshift bias known a priori can be removed [66].
The noise variance per steradian in the i-th redshift bin is:
Ngal = 1
ni(z)
. (2.20)
SKA1 HI intensity mapping (IM):
HI IM surveys will be performed using both interferometer and single-dish modes. The former has very
good angular resolution but is limited to small scales (except at high redshift), so the single-dish mode
is the most efficient way to probe cosmological scales [47]. For SKA1-MID, we assume ttot = 104 hours
observing over 25,000 deg2 (fsky ' 0.60) in a redshift range 0.15 ≤ z ≤ 3 (1050 ≥ ν ≥ 350MHz). We
use the fitting formulas [68]:
bHI(z) =
bHI(0)
0.677105
[
6.6655× 10−1 + 1.7765× 10−1 z + 5.0223× 10−2 z2
]
, (2.21)
ΩHI(z) =
ΩHI(0)
0.000486
[
4.8304× 10−4 + 3.8856× 10−4 z − 6.5119× 10−5 z2
]
, (2.22)
T¯b(z) = 5.5919× 10−2 + 2.3242× 10−1 z − 2.4136× 10−2 z2 mK , (2.23)
where: ΩHI(0) = 4.86× 10−4 and ΩHI(0)bHI(0) = 4.3× 10−4.
Assuming scale-independence and no correlation between the noise in different frequency chan-
nels, the noise variance per steradian in the i-th frequency channel is [12]:
NHI(νi) = 4pifsky
T 2sys(νi)
2Ndishttot∆ν
, (2.24)
Tsys = 25 + 60
(
300MHz
ν
)2.55
K , (2.25)
where Ndish = 195, Ddish = 15m, and the system temperature includes a constant instrument tem-
perature and a sky component.
SKA2 HI galaxy redshift survey:
The SKA2 survey has not yet been designed, so that the specifications can only be indicative. We
have used the specifications from the relevant chapter of the SKA Science Book [46]. The models
for the number counts per redshift per deg2 and the bias of the HI galaxy distribution are obtained
in [69, 70] by fitting the simulated data:
dN
dz
= 10c1zc2e−c3z , bg = c4ec5z , (2.26)
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where the coefficients ca depend on the flux limit of the experiment. For SKA2, we assume a total
observation time of 105 hours, over 30,000 deg2 (fsky ' 0.73) in a redshift range 0.1 ≤ z ≤ 2, and with
rms flux, constant across the band, of Srefrms = 5.4µJy. For this flux, we have [69]:
c1 = 6.555 , c2 = 1.932 , c3 = 6.378 , c4 = 0.549 , c5 = 0.812 . (2.27)
SKA1 continuum survey:
SKA1-MID should detect radio sources out to z ∼ 5 over 25,000 deg2 (fsky ' 0.60), with an rms
∼ 1µJy and a source detection limit 5µJy. The redshift distribution and bias are predicted by
simulations, for each type of radio galaxy. These are then combined to produce the total quantities:
N(z) =
∑
a
Na(z) , b(z) =
∑
a
ba(z)
Na(z)
N(z)
. (2.28)
Details are given in [7]. The continuum survey has a single redshift bin if we do not have redshift
information from cross-matching with other surveys. We will assume that the survey can be split into
5 bins.
We summarize the linear bias and the number density of galaxies as functions of redshift for the
four surveys in figure 1.
Planck:
We consider the Planck Fisher matrix in combination with the large-scale structure Fisher matrices,
following the method of [37]. We assume a white noise corresponding to the Planck 143GHz channel
updated full mission sensitivities of 33µ arcmin in temperature and 70.2µKarcmin in polarization,
and a beam resolution of 7.3 arcmin over 29,000 deg2 (fsky ' 0.70).
3 Models of features in the primordial power spectrum
We consider three inflationary models that generate features in the primordial power spectrum, which
we will call the kink [71], step [72] and warp [73] models. Following [37], we adopt the best fit
parameters from Planck TT+lowP [19] for the three parametrized models.
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Figure 2. The best fit from Planck 2015 for the matter power spectrum, for the three primordial feature
models. Dashed vertical lines correspond to the contour lines in figure 3.
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Figure 3. The sky area and maximum redshift of the surveys considered. Contours for kmin =
0.0008, 0.001, 0.0015, 0.002h/Mpc indicate the largest accessible scale estimated to be contained in the survey
volume.
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Figure 4. The left (right) panel shows the Planck 2015 temperature (E-mode polarization) data compared
to the best fit spectra for ΛCDM (solid black line) and the three primordial feature models (broken lines –
see Fig. 2).
Figure 2 shows the best fit-matter power spectra for the three models, and figure 3 indicates
some characteristic scales of the models in the sky area/ maximum redshift plane. The largest-scale
contours are calculated from the comoving volume:
Vsurv =
4pi
3
fsky
[
r(zmax)
3 − r(zmin)3
]
, kmin =
2pi
V
1/3
surv
. (3.1)
Figure 4 compares the ΛCDM Planck 2015 TT and EE power spectra with those of the primordial
feature models.
We write the primordial power spectrum as the standard featureless one PR,0, modulated by the
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contribution due to the violation of slow-roll:
PR(k) = PR,0(k) · PR,1(k) , PR,0(k) = As
(
k
k∗
)ns−1
. (3.2)
3.1 Kink model
This model has a sharp change in the slope of the inflaton potential, which is constant near the
transition [71]. After the transition the second slow-roll parameter 2 becomes large for some time
because of the discontinuity in the first derivative of the potential – afterwards, slow-roll is recovered.
The two different slopes of the potential lead to different asymptotic values of the curvature power
spectrum, plus an oscillatory pattern in between. The contribution to PR can be derived analytically:
PR,1(y) = 1 + 9
2
A2kink
(
1
y
+
1
y3
)2
+
3
2
Akink
(
4 + 3Akink − 3Akink
y4
)2
1
y2
cos(2y)
+ 3Akink
(
1− 1 + 3Akink
y2
− 3Akink
y4
)2
1
y
sin(2y) , y ≡ k
kkink
. (3.3)
Here the scale of the transition is kkink, the amplitude is Akink = (A+ − A−)/A+, and we use the
approximation |A+φ| , |A−φ|  V0.
The best fit for the two extra parameters obtained from Planck TT+lowP is Akink = 0.089,
log (kkink Mpc) = −3.05. This provides an improvement in the fit of CMB data of ∆χ2 ' −4.5 [19].
3.2 Step model
A step-like feature in the inflaton potential with a discontinuity of the second derivative of the potential
leads to a localized oscillatory pattern with a negligible difference in the asymptotic amplitudes of PR.
There is an analytical approximation, up to second order in the Green’s function expansion [20, 72, 74]:
PR,1(y) = exp
{
I0(y) + ln
[
1 + I21 (y)
]}
, y ≡ k
kstep
, (3.4)
where kstep is the inverse of the oscillation frequency. The first- and second-order parts are
I0(y) =
[
C1W (y) + C2W
′(y) + C3Y (y)
]
D
(
y
xstep
)
, (3.5)
√
2 I1(y) = pi
2
(1− ns) +
[
C1X(y) + C2X
′(y) + C3Z(y)
]
D
(
y
xstep
)
, (3.6)
where xstep is the damping scale, a prime denotes d/d ln y, and the damping envelope is:
D(y) = y
sinh y
. (3.7)
The window functions are:
W (y) =
3 sin(2y)
2y3
− 3 cos(2y)
y2
− 3 sin(2y)
2y
, (3.8)
X(y) =
3
y3
(sin y − y cos y)2 , (3.9)
Y (y) =
6y cos(2y) + (4y2 − 3) sin(2y)
y3
, (3.10)
Z(y) = −3 + 2y
2 − (3− 4y2) cos(2y)− 6y sin(2y)
y3
. (3.11)
The step model has 3 parameters:
C1 = C3 = 0 , C2 = Astep , kstep , xstep , (3.12)
and its ∆χ2 is ' −8.6 for Planck TT+lowP, corresponding to the best fit parameters Astep = 0.374,
log (kstep Mpc) = −3.1, and lnxstep = 0.342 [19].
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3.3 Warp model
In DBI models, a step in the potential affects also the kinetic term of the Lagrangian, leading to
additional signatures in PR – this is the warp model [73]. This extention of the step model has
5 parameters: all three Ca in (3.5)–(3.6) are nonzero. For the warp model, the ∆χ2 increases to
−12.1 for Planck TT+lowP, given the cost of adding five extra parameters [19]. The best fit to
Planck TT+lowP is C1 = −1.05, C2 = Awarp = 1.16, C3 = −0.737, log (kstep Mpc) = −3.12, and
lnxstep = −0.195.
4 Results
We forecast the constraints on the PR parameters above, for the LSST and SKA surveys (with and
without Planck data), in order to quantify the possibility of discriminating these models from a
standard power law. (In the limit of a zero amplitude, we recover standard power law predictions for
all 3 models.) In the appendix, we give the constraints on the standard cosmological parameters with
and without the inclusion of the CMB and show the contours together with the constraints on the
primordial-feature parameters from the CMB alone as comparison.
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Figure 5. Marginalized 68% and 95% CL contours for the kink model parameters, kkink and Akink, using
the surveys alone (left), and combining survey and CMB Fisher information (right).
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Figure 6. As in figure 5, for the parameters of the step model.
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Figure 7. As in figures 5 and 6, for the parameters of the warp model.
We use 5 redshift bins for all the surveys. We have checked that increasing the number of bins
to ∼ 10 or even ∼ 20 does not change the constraints by more than 1σ, in particular when CMB
is added. For LSST and SKA1 IM, we consider the same 5 redshift bins since they cover the same
redshift range – with redshift edges 0.15, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2.2, 3. These bins have approximately the same
comoving radial extent. For the SKA2 HI galaxy redshift survey, we use different edges because of
the different redshift range considered for this survey. For the SKA1 continuum survey we assume 5
bins with edges 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 5.
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Measurement of the power spectrum is affected by the k-space window function which depends
on the limited survey volume observed. We used a top-hat window function. We checked that with a
Gaussian window function as in [34, 35], the constraints are changed by less than 5%, thanks to the
huge volume covered by these surveys.
Figure 5 shows the forecast constraints for the kink model. For this model there are already
strong constraints from Planck 2015 data [19], mainly thanks to the oscillatory pattern which leaves
an imprint on intermediate scales. 3 The best fit from CMB data suggests small deviations from the
standard power law prediction, which correspond to 20% at k ' 0.001h/Mpc and less than 10% at
k ' 0.01h/Mpc. The results obtained in [37], using spectroscopic surveys with smaller volume than
LSST and SKA, showed a significant improvement in the constraints on the extra parameters with
respect to CMB data, thanks to the possibility of recovering the oscillatory pattern in the 3D matter
power spectrum. In [37] it was found that the amplitude could be constrained at more than 1σ. By
using larger-volume surveys, Fig. 5 shows that this model can be distinguished from the simplest
power-law spectrum at more than 3σ, even without CMB data.
We show in figure 6 the forecast constraints for the parameters of the step model. This model
with a localized feature leads to bigger deviations from standard slow-roll predictions, up to 40% in
the range 0.002h/Mpc < k < 0.006h/Mpc. Previous studies [35, 37] found that the combination
of optical galaxy surveys (such as Euclid and LSST) and CMB data will not significantly improve
constraints, because the feature is located at scales where the galaxy signal to noise is not optimal.
Thanks to the SKA it will be possible to test the current Planck 2015 best fit for this model at more
than 3σ, as shown by figure 6. We find that the 1σ constraint on the amplitude goes from 0.2 for
LSST to 0.009 for the SKA1 radio continuum survey.
Figure 7 shows the forecast constraints for the parameters of the warp model. The CMB best
fit for this model shows more pronounced features around k ∼ 0.002h/Mpc. The relative difference
with respect to the slow-roll predictions of the ΛCDM model is larger for this model than for the
previous two models, but the degeneracy among the five extra parameters makes it difficult to test its
predictions with large-scale structure alone. Another important difference is that for this model the
oscillations on intermediate scales are smaller, almost absent, and the extent of large-scale suppression
in this model, relegated to very large scales k < 0.0005h/Mpc, is not constrained. The degeneracy
among the extra parameters of this model is partially broken when the CMB information is added.
We find that the combination of large-scale structure and CMB data is really promising, in particular
to constrain more complex models such as this one.
4.1 The impact of systematics on the largest scales
One of the most important challenges in observing on ultra-large scales in the matter distribution is the
presence of foreground and systematic contamination; see for example different studies on systematic
uncertainties in BOSS data [76–78]. Here we make a rough estimate of the effect of foreground and
systematic contamination as follows: we mimic the effect of losing information on the largest scales
by increasing kmin in (3.1) by a factor of 2, 3, 4, and 5. The results in figure 8 show that for the kink
model, the constraints on the amplitude of the feature are quite robust when kmin is increased. We
find a bigger impact on the step model, in particular when kmin is more than three times larger than
the prediction of (3.1). Finally, for the warp model the amplitude of the feature is unconstrained if
we lose the scales k . 2kmin.
4.2 The impact of scale-dependent bias
Models with deviations from the standard slow-roll inflation generate specific shapes in the bispectrum
(see [79] for a review), so that primordial features can also be searched for in the bispectrum [80], or
jointly in the power spectrum and bispectrum [81–83]. We investigate the additional effect of a scale-
dependent bias in the galaxy power spectrum induced by the presence of primordial non-Gaussianity
from the primordial features.
3The width of the oscillatory pattern is fixed because for this model the transition between the two different slopes
of the inflaton potential is assumed to be instantaneous. Extensions for a non-instantaneous transition have been
considered for the bispectrum in [75], at the cost of adding an extra parameter to smooth the transition.
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Figure 8. Errors on the amplitude AX for X = kink, step, and warp models, from bottom to top re-
spectively, when the theoretical kmin is increased by factors of 2,3,4,5. For each model, the errors from the 4
surveys are shown: LSST (blue), SKA1 IM (red), SKA2 galaxy (yellow), and SKA1 continuum (green).
We use the analytic expressions for the scale-dependent bias from the integrated perturbation
theory formalism [84]:
∆b(k) ' σ
2
M
2δc
[
A2 I(k) +A1 ∂I(k)
∂ lnσM
]
, (4.1)
I(k) ' 1
σ2MP (k)
∫
d3k′
(2pi)3
W 2(k′R)BL(k, k′, |k− k′|), (4.2)
where A1 and A2 have been choosen according to [84]. The matter bispectrum is given by
BL(k1, k2, k3) =M(k1)M(k2)M(k3)BΦ(k1, k2, k3), δm(k) =M(k)Φ(k) . (4.3)
For the step model, we considered the analytical template, up to the second order in the Green’s
function expansion, derived in [85].
For the three primordial feature models, the equilateral configuration is the dominant one, as
shown by [86]. Hence the scale-dependent bias is not enhanced for this class of models as it would be
for a local-type primordial non-Gaussianity. By including a scale-dependent bias due to the primordial
non-Gaussian signal sourced by only the violation of slow-roll, we find a small improvement on the
constraints, around 3%, on both the amplitude and the position of the feature.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we investigated how well some future LSS surveys will be able to improve current CMB
constraints on features in the primordial power spectrum. Such features may be related to the large-
scale anomalies in the CMB angular power spectra, seen in Planck [19] and previously in WMAP [16]
data. We focused on effects on the largest scales; features on intermediate and smaller scales of the
primordial power spectrum have been studied by combining CMB with LSS data in [35–38, 41, 43].
We showed that the upcoming photometric survey with LSST and radio surveys with SKA can
significantly improve the constraints on the extra parameters of models with features localized at
ultra-large scales of the matter power spectrum, thanks to the huge volumes probed by these surveys.
We performed forecasts for three different models with parametrized features in the primordial power
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spectrum, namely the kink, step and warp models described in section 3, using galaxy clustering as
our observable.
LSST and SKA are expected to improve the constraints on feature models, as shown in figures 5–
6-7, due to the large area and redshift range covered. In particular, upcoming intensity mapping and
radio continuum surveys in Phase 1 of the SKA will put extremely tight constraints on the parameters
of the feature models at more than 3σ, without adding CMB information. 4 Even if these experiments
alone can improve the constraints for such models, the synergies with CMB measurements will be
crucial to constrain models with many extra parameters, such as thewarpmodel, as shown in figure 7.
For all three models studied, we find that the SKA1 radio continuum survey gives the tightest
constraints on the amplitude of the feature, i.e.
Akink = 0.089± 0.018 , Astep = 0.374± 0.092 , Awarp = 1.16± 1.20 at 68% CL. (5.1)
We have assumed sufficient redshift information to divide the continuum survey into 5 redshift bins.
However, the constraints do not degrade noticeably when 2 bins are used. It appears that volume is
more important than redshift information.
We considered the impact of a number of factors that could affect the forecasts:
• Number of redshift bins: increasing the number of bins does not change the constraints by more
than 1σ.
• Window function: top-hat or Gaussian choice changes the constraints by less than 5%.
• Systematics on the largest scales: by increasing the largest theoretical scale, corresponding to
kmin, we estimated the degradation of constraints due to loss of information. Figure 8 shows
that constraints on the amplitude in the kink model are little affected, those on the step model
suffer significantly if we lose scales with k . 4kmin, and those on the warp model fall away if we
lose scales k . 2kmin.
• Scale-dependent bias induced by the non-Gaussianity from primordial features: the inclusion of
this extra contribution brings a small improvement of a few % on the constraints.
We have used the galaxy (and intensity) power spectrum in Fourier space, which does not include
certain effects on correlations, such as lensing magnification and wide-angle correlations. This means
that we lose some information that could improve our constraints. Furthermore, there are other
relativistic effects from observing on the past lightcone which grow on ultra-large scales [1–15]. These
effects could lead to some degeneracies with primordial features and thus weaken the constraints at
some level. In future work, we will address these two issues by using the galaxy (intensity) angular
power spectrum Cg` (z, z
′), including lensing and all other relativistic effects, as well as wide-angle
correlations.
To conclude, we have shown that future photometric and radio surveys can be used to improve our
knowledge of the primordial Universe and constrain the hint of deviation from the slow-roll inflation
paradigm pointed from current CMB data.
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A Additional constraints
We report the uncertainties in the cosmological parameters at 68% CL for the kink, step and warp
models in tables 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
Table 1. Constraints on the cosmological parameters for the kink model using LSS surveys alone. In
parentheses: combining LSS survey and CMB Fisher information.
LSST SKA2 gal SKA1 IM SKA1 cont
ωc 0.0017 (0.00030) 0.00078 (0.00028) 0.00087 (0.00028) 0.0013 (0.00030)
ωb 0.00038 (0.000090) 0.00019 (0.000081) 0.00021 (0.000082) 0.00028 (0.000088)
h 0.0028 (0.0015) 0.0014 (0.00090) 0.0015 (0.0010) 0.0020 (0.0012)
ns 0.0096 (0.0020) 0.0047 (0.0019) 0.0052 (0.0018) 0.0070 (0.0019)
log
(
1010As
)
0.051 (0.010) 0.0061 (0.0048) 0.0055 (0.0042) 0.037 (0.0098)
Akink 0.027 (0.023) 0.022 (0.018) 0.018 (0.016) 0.018 (0.016)
log (kkink Mpc) 0.058 (0.050) 0.050 (0.042) 0.039 (0.036) 0.039 (0.036)
Table 2. As in Table 1, for the step model.
LSST SKA2 gal SKA1 IM SKA1 cont
ωc 0.0014 (0.00028) 0.00069 (0.00022) 0.00071 (0.00023) 0.00099 (0.00026)
ωb 0.00027 (0.000083) 0.00014 (0.000061) 0.00014 (0.000065) 0.00020 (0.000076)
h 0.0051 (0.0030) 0.0028 (0.0022) 0.0029 (0.0020) 0.0037 (0.0023)
ns 0.0095 (0.0022) 0.0047 (0.0020) 0.0053 (0.0020) 0.0069 (0.0021)
log
(
1010As
)
0.052 (0.0091) 0.0083 (0.0052) 0.0072 (0.0053) 0.038 (0.0089)
Astep 0.14 (0.12) 0.19 (0.14) 0.12 (0.11) 0.092 (0.084)
log (kstep Mpc) 0.029 (0.022) 0.036 (0.025) 0.024 (0.19) 0.018 (0.016)
ln (xstep Mpc) 0.20 (0.17) 0.25 (0.19) 0.17 (0.15) 0.13 (0.12)
Table 3. As in Table 1, for the warp model.
LSST SKA2 gal SKA1 IM SKA1 cont
ωc 0.0014 (0.00028) 0.00069 (0.00022) 0.00070 (0.00023) 0.0010 (0.00026)
ωb 0.00028 (0.000082) 0.00014 (0.000061) 0.00014 (0.000065) 0.00020 (0.000076)
h 0.0054 (0.0030) 0.0029 (0.0022) 0.0029 (0.0021) 0.0039 (0.0024)
ns 0.0095 (0.0022) 0.0047 (0.0020) 0.0053 (0.0020) 0.0069 (0.0021)
log
(
1010As
)
0.052 (0.011) 0.0083 (0.0055) 0.0073 (0.0057) 0.037 (0.011)
Awarp 3.0 (0.70) 3.9 (0.78) 2.1 (0.64) 1.2 (0.35)
log (kwarp Mpc) 0.12 (0.037) 0.15 (0.040) 0.088 (0.034) 0.054 (0.027)
ln (xwarp Mpc) 0.73 (0.21) 0.92 (0.23) 0.52 (0.19) 0.31 (0.13)
C1 12.2 (1.34) 16.0 (1.4) 7.5 (1.3) 3.6 (0.45)
C3 7.6 (0.94) 9.9 (0.98) 4.8 (0.91) 2.4 (0.29)
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B Comparison with CMB
We show the marginalized 68% and 95%CL for the kink, step and warp models using the CMB alone
versus the combination of LSS surveys with CMB in figures 9, 10 and 11 respectively.
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Figure 9. As in figure 5 plus the constraints from CMB alone.
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Figure 10. As in figure 6 plus the constraints from CMB alone.
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Figure 11. As in figure 7 plus the constraints from CMB alone.
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